Abstract: The dependency of a speech recognition system on the accent of a user leads to the variation in its performance, as the people from different backgrounds have different accents. Accent labeling and conversion have been reported as a prospective solution for the challenges faced in language learning and various other voice-based advents. In the English TTS system, the accent labeling of unregistered words is another very important link besides the phonetic conversion. Since the importance of the primary stress is much greater than that of the secondary stress, and the primary stress is easier to call than the secondary stress, the labeling of the primary stress is separated from the secondary stress. In this work, the labeling of primary accents uses a labeling algorithm that combines morphological rules and machine learning; the labeling of secondary accents is done entirely through machine learning algorithms. After 10 rounds of cross-validation, the average tagging accuracy rate of primary stress was 94%, the average tagging accuracy rate of secondary stress was 94%, and the total tagging accuracy rate was 83.6%. This perceptual study separates the labeling of primary and secondary accents providing the promising outcomes.
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1 Introduction

In the English TTS system, whether the accent marking of English words is correct is directly related to the quality of speech synthesis. In the analysis of stress, people usually use a three-layer processing method, that is, stress is divided into primary stress (Primary Stress), secondary stress (Secondary Stress), and unstressed stress (Unstressed Stress). Because stress is realized through syllables, if it is distinguished by whether it is stressed or not, the syllables of English words are divided into three levels accordingly: the main stressed syllable, the secondary stressed syllable, and the unstressed syllable. For example, the word administration [diˌmɪnɪsˈtriən] has five syllables, among which the syllable treii is the main stressed syllable, mii is the secondary stressed syllable, and the remaining three are unstressed syllables.

The stress situation in English is very complicated and takes the lexicon used in this system as an example. Of all 27,300 words, the word with the most syllables has eight syllables (such as interoperability [ˌɪnˌtrəpərˈbiˌliːtɪ]), but the main stress may appear in six different positions. The situation of secondary...
stress is more complicated. Some multisyllable words do not have secondary stress, but some may have more than one secondary stress, such as arteriosclerosis [ˌərtərı̆ˌskɔləroʊˈsɪs], which has 2 Secondary stress [1].

The stress situation is so complicated, how to mark English words with accent? The easiest thing to think of is to mark the accent through the Morphological Structure of the word. For example, the main stress of nouns ending in ion is generally located at the penultimate syllable (Penult), such as acceleration [ˌækˌse_1ˌri_ən]. However, not every word’s stress can be marked by morphological structure, such as adulterous [ˌdʌlˈtɜəs] and numerical [ˈnjuːmərəl] have the ending ous, but the position of the main stress It cannot be judged by this ending. What’s more, there are many words with a single morphological structure, such as adamantine [ædˌmæntən]. Therefore, only relying on morphological structure cannot complete the task of accent annotation [2].

Another method of accent labeling is to perform accent labeling through machine learning. For example, J. Zhang and Cercone of the University of Regina in Canada use Iterated Version Space Learning to use syllables as learning objects and extract for each syllable. Seven attributes are used for accent annotation learning; John Coleman uses Probabilistic Grammar for accent annotation learning [3]. Machine learning has provided significant development in various fields of image processing, image recognition and speech classification, etc. [4,5]. However, because the accent situation is very complicated, the effect of accent annotation by these machine learning methods is not very satisfactory. According to the author, the accuracy of the former is only 84%, while the latter is even worse, only about 75%.

Based on the above situation, in order to better solve the problem of accent marking, in this system, the following measures are planned to be taken:

1. **Separate the primary and secondary accents into labels:** The importance of primary stress is far greater than secondary stress. In the English TTS system, as long as the main stress of a word is marked correctly, even if the sub-stress markings are deviated, the effect of speech synthesis is acceptable, and vice versa. Moreover, the main stress is simpler than the secondary stress. Under normal circumstances, there is only one main stress in two-syllable words or polysyllable words (a few words have two main stresses, and out of 27,300 words, there are only 387 words that have two main accents, and these words can be treated as special cases) [6]. The situation of secondary stress is relatively complicated, and the position of secondary stress often has a great relationship with the position of primary stress. The previous machine learning methods often used the primary and secondary stresses together for annotation learning, which increased the complexity of learning, and the learning effect was not ideal. In this system, the primary stress and secondary stress are separated for learning. The main purpose is to improve the accuracy of primary stress labeling as much as possible.

2. **Adopt the main accent annotation algorithm combining morphological rules and machine learning:**

   Because the main stress of some words can be determined completely according to their morphological structure, corresponding morphological rules are formulated for the characteristics of these words, and the correct rate of labeling is generally higher than the labeling rules obtained through machine learning [7]. For words that cannot be distinguished by morphological rules, the main stress labeling rules are generated through machine learning [8,9].

   While considering the secondary stress, since it cannot be distinguished by the morphological structure, it will be marked completely by machine learning. The vocabulary used by this system for stress annotation learning and testing has 27,300 words, which basically covers some of the most commonly used words in English.

   This work contributed in addressing the challenges faced in language learning and various other voice-based advent by proposing a machine learning-based accent labeling method. The research work mainly focuses on the labeling of primary accents and separating the primary stress from the secondary stress. For this purpose, this article presented a combination of morphological rules and machine learning algorithm using ten-fold cross-validation process. The perceptual study is effective in separating the labeling of primary and secondary accents and provides the promising outcomes in terms of average tagging accuracy.
rate for both primary and secondary stresses. This work provides a feasible solution for accent labeling of unregistered words using the concept of machine learning.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the existing literature in the filed of accent labeling and conversion; Section 3 discussed the construction of main accent labeling rules based on morphological structure followed by the formulation of Machine learning-based sub-stress labeling rules in Section 4; Section 4 presents the results and discussion part; and Section 5 provides the concluding remarks for this work including the future research directions.

2 Literature review

Cruz-Benito, J. et al. used machine learning algorithms (trained using data from more than 3000 users previously involved in the questionnaire survey) to build prediction models, extract the most relevant factors describing the model, and cluster users according to the similar characteristics of users and these factors. Based on these groups and their performance in the system, the researchers generated heuristic rules between different versions of web forms to guide users to provide them with the most adequate versions (modifying the user interface and user experience). The results are as follows [10]: Fan et al. proposed a quantitative association rule mining (QARM) method based on machine learning. The method consists of sliding window partition (SWP) and random forest (RF), which associate KPI with KQI. Discrete continuous attributes into Boolean values using SWP are used to mine its association rules. Early warning intervals and early warning points are obtained by SWP. Use RF feature importance to measure the association between KPI and KQI. The priority of the correlation strength between all KPI and each KQI can be obtained by RF. The warning point and the associated intensity priority are selected as the optimal solution. The actual data of telecom operators are tested and the results confirm the feasibility and accuracy of the method [11]. Tania et al. investigated an intelligent image-based system for automated paper-based colorimetric testing in real time, providing a proof-of-concept for dry chemical or microfluidic, stable and semiquantitative analysis using larger datasets with different conditions. The proposed image processing framework is based on color channel separation, global thresholding, morphological manipulation, and target detection. A server-based convolutional neural network framework is deployed on mobile platform for image classification using induced transfer learning on mobile platform [12].

The two accents were experimented by Chen et al. [13], and the results obtained for 12 accents provide overall accuracy of 57.12 and 13.32% using the machine learning Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) algorithms, respectively. Three different foreign accents were tested by Watana-prakornkul et al. [14] using the SVM and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) approaches. The feature extraction method along with machine learning-based classification yields 41.18 and 37.5% accuracy values for SVM and GMM methods, respectively. The hidden markov models with directed acyclic graphs and SVM mechanism were utilized by Tang and Ghorbani [15], which suggests that the SVM-based methodology is effective in classifying the different accents. Novich and Trevino [16] presented a study on accent classification using the concept of neural networks and the extracted features classify the vowels of speech utterances. Later, Behravan et al. [17] presented an approach using the l-vector to separate the eigen-voice from the eigen-channel and then this is compared with the GMM model recognizer. The accent of speech as well as speech gender was identified using the GMM model by Chen et al. [18]. The speaker understanding of accent for a singing language identification is presented in ref. [19] which affects the singing melody transcription accuracy [20,21]. The accent detection had been performed in ref. [22] using the combination of two parallel deep neural networks (DNN and RNN). They have characterized the difference between the prosodic and articulation characteristics. A unique approach has been presented using the acoustic feature extraction and machine learning algorithms [23]. The different combinations of feature descriptors have been utilized for this study to classify the aspects of five different national and international languages. A feed-forward neural network has been utilized for the conversion of weight matrix between the target and the source accents [24]. This system accepts the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) features in one
accent and outputs these features in another accent using the activation function outputs of the neural network. The photonic similarity feature was used to propose a frame matching-based method to output the maximum likelihood response of the system [25]. This method was useful in doing the evaluation based on acoustic quality and speaker identity of the native speaker. Authors in ref. [26] proposed a method based on Deep Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory-based Recurrent Neural Networks for mapping the acoustic features of target speech. This method is useful in aperiodic conversion into the target speech without using the parallel data. A recurrent neural network (RNN) was trained by the authors in ref. [27] to develop an automated speech recognition engine for the identification of acoustic features of the target person. This approach observed that the outcomes of both the singing voice and the source singing were found similar using this RNN-based approach. The authors used a cycle-consistent adversarial network for the image translation using nonparallel data to extract the speech features [28]. The approach was found superior in finding the inter-gender conversion of the target voice. The voice conversion in ref. [29] was accomplished by using the same cycle-consistent adversarial network in order to process the phoneme PosteriorGrams sequences. The target speech features are evenly extracted and synthesized using this method.

The literature suggests that there is still a possibility of improvement in the machine learning aspect of accent labeling which is being addressed in this research work.

3 The construction of main accent labeling rules based on morphological structure

The main stress of many words in English can be determined with the help of its morphological structure [30–32], which is mainly determined by the suffix (Suffix), and the specific situations are divided into two categories:

1. **The morphological structure directly determines the position of the main stress.** There are some words in English. The position of the accent can basically be determined according to the ending of the word. The following rules can be defined for such words: Suffix=SufStr Syll Count>=m=>P=Rn where: Suffix=SufStr indicates that the ending of a word is SufStr, and Syll Count>=m indicates that the number of syllables of the word must be greater than or Equal to m, P=Rn means that the main accent is located at the nth syllable from the bottom (numbering starts from 0). Therefore, this type of rule indicates that if the ending of a word is SufStr, and the number of syllables is greater than or equal to m, then the main stress is located at the last nth syllable. For two-syllable or multisyllable words ending with ion, the main stress is mostly located in the penultimate syllable, such as capitalization [ˌkæ_pi_t_lai_]. According to statistics, there are 1102 double-syllable or multisyllable words with ending ion in the lexicon, and the main stress of 1099 words is located in the penultimate syllable. For such words, the following rules can be formulated to determine the main stress:
   
   Suffix=ionSyll Count>=2=>P=R1
   
   There are 71 suffixes with this function, such as ical, ian, ity, ial, eous, ious, ament, ator, etc., for which a total of 71 morphological rules have been defined in order to distinguish this group from other rules. The morphological rules are called α rules.

2. **The main stress of the derivative word formed by the root and the specific ending is consistent with the main stress of the root word.**

The proportion of words that can determine the position of the main stress according to the ending of the word in English is limited. Among the 27,300 words, there are only 4035 such words, accounting for only 14.8%. But in addition, there are some words with specific endings. Although the position of the main stress cannot be determined by the ending, the position of the main stress is consistent with the main stress of the root word. The most typical of this kind of situation is the inflected form of some words, such as the past tense of the verb acclaim and the past participle form acclaimed[ˌkleim]. The main stress of acclaim[ˌkleim] is consistent with the main stress of acclaim[ˌkleim] in the second
syllable. In addition, there are comparative and superlative forms of adjectives and adverbs, adverb forms composed of adjectives + ly, and noun forms composed of verbs + ment.

The following rules can be formulated for this type of situation (for the sake of distinction, this set of morphological rules is called β-rules in this article):

\[ \text{Suffix} = \text{SufStr} \]
\[ \text{Existing(Stem)=TRUE} \]
\[ \text{SyllCount}=m \Rightarrow P=n \text{Suffix} = \text{SufStr} \]
\[ \text{Existing(Stem)=TRUE SyllCount} = m \Rightarrow P=\text{Stem Accent Pos} \]

Among them: Suffix=SufStr indicates that the ending of a word is SufStr, Stem indicates the root word after removing the ending of a word, and the function Existing is used to judge whether the root word exists in the thesaurus; SyllCount=m (or >=m) indicates the number of syllables of a word is m (or greater than or equal to m), P=n indicates that the position of the main stress is located in the nth syllable (numbering from 0), and Stem AccentPos indicates the position of the main stress of the root word. Therefore, this type of rule indicates that if the suffix of a word is SufStr, the root of a word after removing the suffix is still a word and exists in the thesaurus; and the number of syllables is m (or greater than or equal to m), then its main. The stress is located in the nth syllable (or consistent with the main stress of the root word) [33].

For example, for the case where “adjective + ment constitutes a noun form,” the following rules are defined:

\[ \text{Suffix} = \text{mentStem} = \text{Word}_4 \]
\[ \text{SyllCount}=1 \Rightarrow P=0 \]
\[ \text{Suffix} = \text{mentStem} = \text{Word}_4 \]
\[ \text{SyllCount}>1 \Rightarrow P=\text{Stem Accent Pos} \]

The first rule targets words such as pavement ['peiv_mnt], whose root word is pave. After searching, pave exists in the lexicon. Since it is a monosyllable word, the main stress of pavement is located on the first syllable. The second rule targets words such as measurement ['me-mnt], whose root is measure, search for the word in the lexicon, and find the phonetic transcription of measure as ['me-], so the main accent position of measurement is consistent with measure, which is located on the first syllable. A total of 117β-rules were formulated to apply machine learning on main accent labeling rules.

For words that cannot be distinguished by their morphological structure, they can be labeled with machine learning methods. Jian na considers primary stress and secondary stress together in his algorithm and extracts attributes for a word’s syllable for learning, which increases the complexity of learning, and the learning effect is not ideal. In this system, the main stress and secondary stress are marked separately for learning, and it is assumed that a word has only one main stress. Take a three-syllable word as an example. Its main stress may appear in three positions. If the main stress appears in the first syllable, the word is marked as 0, and when it appears in the second syllable, it is marked as 1, and so on [34,35].

When learning, the attributes will be extracted for the entire word. Since the main stress can appear in multiple positions, for a two-syllable or multisyllable word, we don’t know which syllable or which component of the syllable is paired. It is more important to determine the position of the main stress, so to be safe, all syllables of a word are taken into consideration. It is generally believed that syllable (Syllable) is composed of two parts: Onset and Rhyme. The rhyme is composed of the core (Nucleus) and the ending (Coda).

Therefore, if the initial, core and final sounds of all syllables of a word are extracted as attributes. For a two-syllable word balance ['bae_lns], there are 6 attributes that can be extracted, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Extract attributes for each syllable of balance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O_0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If a certain attribute does not have corresponding content, such as the first, and the syllable has no ending, then the value of $C_0$ will be 0.

The distribution of words with different numbers of syllables is extremely uneven. Through statistics on the lexicon used in this system, it is found that the distribution of two-syllable and multisyllable words shows that the smaller the number of syllables, the larger the proportion. For example, the proportion of two syllables is 38.90%, the proportion of 3 syllables is 26.55%, and the proportion of 6 syllables is only 0.6%. Excluding single-syllable words, if all other words are grouped according to the number of syllables, the fewer the number of syllables, the fewer attributes in the instance, which can greatly simplify the learning process and improve learning effect.

This paper uses the transformation-based learning method (Transformation-Based Learning) to carry out the main stress annotation learning. This method is a machine learning method proposed by Eric Brill, which has been obtained in terms of part-of-speech tagging and block segmentation. However, we have not yet seen any successful application of English accent labeling. Since accent labeling is a typical labeling problem, the conversion learning method will be a very suitable method to solve this problem.

The learning by this method is an error-driven greedy search process (Error-driven Greedy Searching). In each round of learning, the labeled phonetic symbol stream is compared with the correct phonetic symbol stream, and the wrong annotations are converted into Type conversion. The conversion template is defined in advance. For example, when learning the main accent labeling of two-syllable words, each instance contains six attributes. Since it is not known in advance which attribute is more important, any combination of these 6 attributes is a conversion template; so the number of possible templates are:

$$C_1^6 + C_2^6 + C_3^6 + C_4^6 + C_5^6 + C_6^6 = 26_1 = 63$$

For example, the conversion template “CON1” is a combination formed by the end of the first syllable and the core of the second syllable. The learning process based on the conversion learning method is shown in Figure 1.

It can be seen from Figure 1 that there are two main steps in the whole learning process, namely, initial labeling and labeling learning. The initial labels are subjected to labeling learning by applying various rules for candidate conversion of phonetic transcription. The rules are evaluated and the final score is calculated based on the comparison of the applied rules to the rules evaluated. Initial labeling refers to initial labeling of words in the unlabeled phonetic transcription stream as a certain label. Taking two-syllable words as an example, since the main stress of 8403 words in all 10,620 two-syllable words is on the first syllable, the initial labeling of two-syllable words is to mark all the two-syllable words in the learning corpus as 0, that is, the main stress is on the first syllable. In the subsequent tagging learning process, first for each
conversion template, the phonetic transcription after initial annotation is compared with the correct phonetic transcription, and the candidate conversion is generated for the words with the main accent incorrectly labeled.

Take two-syllable words as an example. For example, for the conversion template “O_0”, it is found that the first syllable of 828 incorrectly labeled two-syllable words is empty, and there are 259 incorrectly labeled two-syllable words. The first sound of the first syllable of the syllable word is dd, and the candidate conversion formulas are generated respectively:

\[ “O_0=0=>P=1” \quad \text{and} \quad “O_0=d=>P=1” \]

For this conversion template, this round of learning generates a total of 45 candidate conversions.

Then calculate its score for each candidate conversion formula. The score is calculated by applying this candidate conversion formula to the entire learning corpus. If a word that was originally marked incorrectly, is marked correctly, then 1 point is awarded. If the original correct word is marked incorrectly, 1 point is deducted, and the conversion with the highest score wins. After calculation, among the 45 candidate conversion formulas, “N_0=0=>P=1” has the highest score, which is 84, so it is the winning conversion formula of the conversion template “O_0”.

Obviously, in the first round of learning, each conversion template is likely to produce a conversion with the highest score, up to 63, and then compare these conversions, and pick the conversion with the highest score as this round. In the first round, among the 63 conversion formulas with the highest scores generated by all 63 conversion templates, the conversion formula “N0=2=>P=1” has the highest score, which is 687, hence, the first round of learning. The labeling rule is “N0=2=>P=1”, which means that if the syllable core of the first syllable of a two-syllable word is YES, it will be labeled 1, that is, the main stress is on the second syllable.

Then go to the second round of learning; first apply the rule “N0=2 =>P=1” just learned to the learning corpus, that is, mark all the two-syllable words whose core of the first syllable is a vowel sound as 1. And then repeat the above learning process until there is no candidate conversion with a score greater than 0, and the learning ends. The learning process of the main stress annotation of the entire two-syllable word is shown in Figure 2.

---

**Figure 2:** Learning process of two-syllable word accent marking.
4 Machine learning of sub-stress labeling rules

The secondary accent annotation learning also adopts the conversion-based learning method. Since some words have no secondary stress, some have secondary stress, and some even have more than one, it is difficult to directly use words as learning objects like primary stress when performing secondary stress labeling, but syllables must be used as learning objects. If it is the second stressed syllable, it is marked as 1, otherwise it is marked as 0. For a syllable in a two-syllable word or a multisyllable word, the following attributes will be collected:

- **SyllCount**: The number of syllables of the word.
- **PrimNo**: The number of the main stressed syllable (if the first syllable is the main stressed syllable, the value is 0, and so on).
- **CurrentNo**: The number of the current syllable (if it is the first syllable, it is 0).
- **O_0, N_0, C_0**: respectively represent the initial, core, and end of the current syllable. \( A_i(i = 1, 2, 1, 2) \): respectively represent the accent marks of the first syllable from the left of the current syllable, the second syllable from the left, the first syllable from the right, and the second syllable from the right (if it is the main accent, then it is P, secondary stress is S, and nonstress is N).

Taking the 4th syllable ‘uu’ in arteriosclerosis[α:_ti2_ri_u_,skli2_’ru_sis] as an example, the collected attributes are shown in Table 2. The specific learning process is similar to the learning process of the main accent labeling rules.

5 Results and discussion

Since the primary stress and the secondary stress are labeled separately, and the primary stress is labeled using an algorithm based on a combination of morphological rules and machine learning methods, multiple rule tests must be performed.

5.1 Test of main accent marking rules

The test results obtained by the main accent marking rule using the proposed method are provided in the following section for both; morphological rule-based and machine learning rule-based testing.

5.1.1 Test of morphological rules

Regarding the morphological rules, the 22,621 two-syllable or multisyllable words removed from the entire thesaurus were used as test objects. The test results of the two sets of morphological rules are shown in Table 3. Among them, “the number of applicable words,” taking the \( \alpha \) rule as an example, means that among 22,621 words, there are 4035 words that can use the \( \alpha \) rule to determine the position of the main stress, of which 3969 words have the main stress discrimination correct.

Table 2: Attributes extracted for syllables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SyllCount</th>
<th>PrimNo.</th>
<th>CurrentNo.</th>
<th>O_0</th>
<th>N_0</th>
<th>C_0</th>
<th>A_1</th>
<th>A_2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \hat{2} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.1.2 Testing of machine learning rules

For the main stress labeling rules obtained by machine learning, because there are too few optional samples for words with six syllables and above in the lexicon, when learning these words in groups, all words are used as learning samples. For two-syllable words to five-syllable words, K-Fold Cross-Validation is used for rule testing. Let K be equal to 10. Take two-syllable words as an example, that is, 10,620 words Divide into 10 equal parts, each with 1062 words, for a total of 10 rounds of verification. In each round of verification, nine groups of words are used as the learning set, and the remaining 10%, or 1062, are used as the test set. The results of ten rounds of verification are shown in Table 4. It can be seen from Table 4 that the smaller the number of syllables, the higher the accuracy of the main stress labeling. The average main stress labeling accuracy of two-syllable words can reach 93.56%, while for five-syllable words, it drops to 81.72%. As the number of syllables is smaller, the proportion is greater. Therefore, the test result also proves that the decision to group words with different syllables for learning was correct. Comparing Tables 3 and 4, it can be seen that the correct rate of the main stress labeling of the morphological rules is much higher than that of the rules obtained by machine learning, and the two sets of morphological rules can cover nearly 50% of the words in the lexicon. This shows the importance of morphological rules to the main accent annotation.

5.2 Test of the second accent marking rule

For su−stress annotation, 22,621 two-syllable or multisyllable words are used for 10 rounds of rule testing using K iterations of cross-validation. Each round uses 90% of the words for learning, and the remaining 10% is used for testing. The test results are shown in Table 5.

5.3 Comprehensive test

Finally, 22,621 two-syllable or multisyllable words are used in K iterations to cross-validate the comprehensive test of the primary and secondary stress labeling rules. In the test, first use the α_rule and β_rule to

Table 3: Test results of morphological rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Number of rules</th>
<th>Number of words applicable</th>
<th>Proportion of total test word base (%)</th>
<th>Principal heavy duty discriminating positive the exact number of words (%)</th>
<th>Principal heavy duty discriminating correct rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α-rule</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>4035</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>3969</td>
<td>98.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-rule</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>7405</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>7317</td>
<td>98.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: The ten rounds of cross-validation results of main stress machine learning rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group study test</th>
<th>Average number of words</th>
<th>Average number of rules</th>
<th>Average number of words</th>
<th>Correct rate of average key tone marking (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disyllable</td>
<td>9558</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1062</td>
<td>93.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-syllable words</td>
<td>6523</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>91.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadrisyllable</td>
<td>3088</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>85.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five-syllable words</td>
<td>1028</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>81.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
label the main stress, and then use the machine learning rules for the main stress labeling for the words that cannot be labeled with the morphological rule. After the main stress labeling is completed, use the machine learning method and the learning rules are labeled with secondary stress. The results of 10 rounds of verification are shown in Table 6.

It can be seen that the overall labeling accuracy is 83.6% and the labeling accuracy rate of the main accent can reach 94.4%. This approach is effective in providing the accurate main accent labeling and a satisfactory performance is achieved for the overall labeling, thereby yielding a feasible English conversation system.

### 6 Conclusion

This paper proposes an accent labeling algorithm based on morphological rules and machine learning. This algorithm separates the labeling of primary and secondary accents. The main accent labeling uses an accent labeling algorithm that combines morphological rules and machine learning. As for the secondary stress, since the position of the secondary stress cannot basically be distinguished by the morphological structure of the word, it can only be marked by machine learning. The proposed methods achieve the main accent labeling accuracy of 94.4% and the overall labeling accuracy of 83.6%, providing an effective and feasible English conversation system with a good overall performance.

The main accent annotation achieved satisfactory results; however, the accent labeling of compound words is somewhat complicated restricting the further improvement of the accuracy of labeling. The future work of this research work will focus on putting the compound accent annotation together with general words for accent labeling, and specialized labeling algorithms will be tested.
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